Oracle Security Analysis


**SUMMARY**

Oracle E-Business Suite environments may be vulnerable due to excessive privileges granted on the SYS.DUAL table to PUBLIC. This security issue has been resolved in the January 2015 Oracle Critical Patch Update (CPU) and has been assigned the CVE tracking identifier CVE-2015-0393. The problem may impact all Oracle E-Business Suite versions including 11.5, 12.0, 12.1, and 12.2. Recent press reports have labeled this vulnerability as a “major misconfiguration flaw.” The security issue is actually broader than just the INDEX privilege that is being reported in the press and there may be at least four independent attack vectors depending on the granted privileges.

**Integrigy estimates less than 10% of all Oracle E-Business Suite environments are vulnerable to this security issue** based on our previous assessments of production environments. Integrigy has been tracking this issue and checking for it in Oracle E-Business Suite environments since 2007 – we have only identified the problem during a small fraction of our assessments. Vulnerable environments have included 11.5.10.2, 12.0.x, and 12.1.3 and most Oracle E-Business Suite Vision demonstration environments. Most likely, the problem is introduced into the environment during a maintenance operation as it is not found in a fresh installation of the Oracle E-Business Suite. See the Background section of this document for more information.

**VALIDATION**

To validate if your environment is vulnerable to this issue, execute the following SELECT statement as a privileged user to view the grants –

```
SELECT * FROM sys.dba_tab_privs
WHERE owner = 'SYS' AND table_name = 'DUAL';
```

This query should return only a few grants and all should have only the SELECT privilege. All SELECT privileges are appropriate and no action is required.

**If the query returns any rows with a privilege other than SELECT (sometimes up to 20),** the environment may be vulnerable depending on the privileges. The “INDEX” and “ALTER” privilege may allow an attacker to escalate privileges. All privileges other than SELECT should be revoked.
**SOLUTION**

All privileges other than SELECT should be revoked from the SYS.DUAL table. These privileges may be revoked manually or through an update provided in the January 2015 Critical Patch Update for the Oracle E-Business Suite.

*Revoking these grants must be done during application maintenance as many Oracle E-Business Suite packages will become invalid and will need to be recompiled using the adadmin utility before restarting the application.*

**Oracle Critical Patch Update (CPU) January 2015**

The January 2015 Oracle CPU patches for Oracle E-Business Suite include a new Oracle E-Business Suite database package in the APPS schema that removes unnecessary grants from PUBLIC on the SYS.DUAL table. Apply the appropriate patch as outlined in My Oracle Support Note ID Note 1935468.1.

**STEP 1**

The CPU patch has manual instructions to run the `adgrants.sql` script. This script will create the AD_ZD_SYS package in the SYS schema. AD_ZD_SYS has a single procedure FIX_SYSUSER, which revokes unnecessary grants on SYS.DUAL.

**STEP 2**

After `adgrants.sql` is run to create the new package, then the script `$AD_TOP/patch/115/sql/ADFIXUSER.sql` must be run to actually remove the unnecessary grants on SYS.DUAL.

**Manual Revoke**

The unnecessary grants also may be removed manually. Use the following SQL statement to generate a list of revoke statements –

```sql
SELECT 'revoke ' || privilege || ' ON sys.dual FROM public;' "SQL"
FROM sys.dba_tab_privs
WHERE owner = 'SYS' AND table_name = 'DUAL'
AND grantee = 'PUBLIC' AND privilege != 'SELECT';
```
**BACKGROUND**

The exact origin of the non-SELECT grants on SYS.DUAL is unknown, however, these grants only exist in a fraction of all Oracle E-Business Suite installations. These grants do not occur in fresh installations of the application, therefore, are most likely introduced by either a patch or maintenance process. Based on information contained in Oracle Bug 13704367 (February 2012), we believe the older versions of the adadmin utility are responsible and create the grants when the Maintain Database Objects -> Check DUAL Table option is executed. This is not a frequently executed option, which may explain why only some Oracle E-Business Suite environments are vulnerable.

In 2007, Oracle fixed the issue for 11i (Oracle Patches 5759020, 5989593) by including in the `adgrants.sql` script a statement to revoke all grants on sys.dual and then specifically granting only SELECT to public. However, due to issues encountered by customers, this was commented out shortly thereafter and never subsequently fixed. This still appears commented out in all versions of the adgrants.sql script. The following comment in included in the 11i version of `adgrants.sql` –

```sql
-- begin
-- execute immediate 'revoke all on sys.dual from public';
-- execute immediate 'grant select on sys.dual to public';
-- exception
-- when others then
--   raise;
-- end;
```
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